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Outside In
a scene for solo percussionist 
by Brian McWhorter

Cast of Characters
Sergio, the Solo Percussionist (with nine instruments) 
At Least nine mannequins (optional)*
Unsuspecting Audience in the Dark
Virtual Audience Just in Case** 

Scene
The Concert

SETTING: On stage are the 9 instruments, the PA system, and, if 
needed, a music stand. (If the mannequins are 
employed, they should have a place to sit.) Sergio 
makes an entrance that is 5-10% more grandiose than  
he has ever done. His bow is slightly longer than 
usual. 

[Soloist slowly positions himself to play. Steadily, he 
transforms.] 

[Sergio balances, breathes, lifts, he’s ready, but then he waits 
- how long he waits, is entirely up to the Audience’s next move.]

SOUND: 
[Audience makes a sound (or is it the virtual audience?) and at 
this point, Sergio takes flight: within 1 second, he uses his 
classical training to choose the most suitable instrument and he 
answers the Audience’s sound by playing in kind. he doesn’t make 
fun, he doesn’t imitate - he becomes. He doesn’t draw attention 
to the call & response but he is visibly entranced as one might 
be if they were enjoying something incredible for the 5th or 6th 
time.]  

*if exactly 9 mannequins are used, it is reasonable to use them as the instruments
**the virtual audience is a recording simulating audience sounds and can substitute for a real audience if the budget is tight



[This goes on for some time. And when the audience makes another 
sound, Sergio incorporates it thusly:]

[There’s a certain willingness to Sergio’s movements. He’s well-
meaning. And endearing. He wants to be loved. And he shows it in a 
subtle way: as he plays, it’s as if he is truly in his element. He 
isn’t pandering or obnoxious. It’s not like he has any secrets. It’s 
just that Sergio moves in a way that shows that he is sincerely 
embracing the sounds that he hears in the room.] 

<———————-this

not this——-—>

[Sergio isn’t a rhythm machine. He doesn’t just ‘plug and play’ like a 
sequencer - he’s more organic than that. At first, he might be on the 
precise side of things, as the examples herein might imply, but as the 
piece unfolds, Sergio reveals meaningful and subtle variations that 
show his humanity. Sergio empathizes with the imperfect nature of the 
audience and responds in kind - adjusting the patterns as he needs - 
he’s playful.] 

[Each new sound the Audience makes, elicits a new sound and subsequent 
pattern from Sergio - and that might look like the following example:]



[Each new pattern lasts long enough to feel right. No longer. Some 
patterns crescendo, some fade away. Some might grow. Some might stop 
on a dime. Still, there is nothing complicated to the transitions - 
it’s not like there’s a message to the Audience there - what’s 
important is that transitions relate to the Audience.] 



[Sergio never appears surprised but he most certainly never seems 
bored. The piece unfolds as the piece unfolds. The Audience isn’t easy 
to predict. And that is EXACTLY why Sergio needs to remember his Exit 
Strategy.]

- exit strategy -

when it’s time to stop

stop

slowly 
steadily
balanced

[Exit Strategy]



[Things don’t always go according to plan. Some problems arise, but in 
every case, Sergio accepts and integrates calmly, and with t’s 
possible that the Audience will get too smart. It might catch on to 
the fact that the sounds it makes are the generative material for this 
remarkable piece. (Every possible effort to avoid this should be 
engaged.) This smartness might manifest in a number of different types 
of problems: 1. hecklers 2. jokesters 3. singers. If #1 or #2 occur, 
Sergio, who is smarter AND quicker than ALL OF THEM, deftly engages 
the Exit Strategy. If #3 happens, all bets are off. This score is 
simply not prepared to deal with that kind of problem. Other alternate 
problems include 4. stunned silence from the Audience (wait it out) 5. 
bathroom breaks for Sergio and/or the Audience (depends on State law) 
6. natural disaster (do everything you can to stay safe AND keep 
performing.)]

[Sergio performs the Exit Strategy like a fabulous post-coital exhale. 
Ideally, or for the purposes herein, the Exit Strategy wraps up around 
around 10 minutes after the scene begins, but again, it’s really, 
really hard to say. Sergio finishes with a physical flourish - not 
necessarily a flourish that is notey, or virtuosic, or musical, or 
self-satisfying - but a flourish that is physical, and emotional, and 
musical, and part of the whole. Full. Exposed. Transformed.] 

[Sergio dismounts like no other. He gives one of those holy shit I’m a 
rock star pauses just before the audience applauds.] 

[Sadly, one of the seated mannequins trips him after his bow and he’s 
dragged off stage.*] 

fin

    

*optional



He slowed, steadied, balanced, and again was still. 
Serenely he floated. Then, like music breaking, he 
began to descend.

       J.A. Baker from The Peregrine

 
Outside In was composed for the 100th anniversary of the National Parks 
Service and for the percussionist Sergio Carreno. In general, the 
piece plays with boundaries –notions of fixed, separating lines - and 
the dynamics that happen in between those lines. More specifically, 
Outside In plays with those moments when we feel that we are not so 
much part of the natural world, but that the natural world is part of 
us. 

Outside In is a less of a musical composition and more of a scene 
involving music. The fundamental idea of toying with dividing 
lines starts with the generative musical material: the sounds that 
constitute the music are generated not by the composer or performer, 
but by the outside world....hence the title...and dedication. 

The piece is otherwise focused on the character of the performer. And 
dividing lines are also important here: since conventional music 
notation is a strikingly limited device for this purpose, a theatrical 
script format has been used instead. 

Outside In reimagines the role of composer as one of scriptwriter/
director - prioritizing character over musical notes. It reimagines 
the soloist to be something more of an actor, and one who could be 
said to be a park visitor encountering nature. Naturally, the audience 
- or rather the sounds of the audience - are what the soloist 
encounters. 

National Parks are obviously about nature. But the story of the 
National Parks - in a crude but wondrous way - is a story about 
dividing lines (geographical lines among the most obvious). And 
yet visiting National Parks, ironically enough, is something that begs 
us to forget these divisions. 

[Appendix A - program note]

[Appendix B - note to performer]



[Appendix C - notes]


